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Although soap is crystalline, little is known of the characteristics of soap crystals
This paper records an o-ray and optioal investigation of certain soaps which have been
prepared in single crystal qondition. These include the a form of the neutral sodium soaps,
and the a and B forms of the 1:1 acid sodium soaps. The r-ray investigation was carried
out by the new prec€ssion method of photographing the reciprocal lattice, which is espe-
cially adapted to the investigation of crystals with very large cell dimensions. The large
cell dimension of soap crystals ranges in the neighborhood of 50 to 100 A. All data are col-
lected in Table 1.
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552 M. J, BUERGER

The several kinds of soap crystals examined to date display great similarities in optical

properties, in clastic and plastic properties, and in twinning, in spite of great differences

in cell dimensions, cell shape, and cell symmetry. This is a consequence of the layer nature

of the structures of the crystals.

INrnopucrrow

It has recently been established that commercial soaps are aggregates
of crystals. This knowledge has brought with it the realization that the
properties of various kinds of soaps depend not only on the chemical
composition but also on the kinds of crystalline phases present, together
with their fabric. Soap manufacture may accordingly be guided by a
science of phase fields and phase textures somewhat similar to the science
of metallography.

The properties of the various phases of soap are comparatively un-
known. One reason for this is that the crystalline nature of soaps has
been recognizedlor a rather short time, but there are also properties in-
herent in soap which by their very nature hinder the investigation of its
crystals. The first is that soap crystals, as a rule, are extremely difficult
to prepare in large enough and perfect enough individuals to permit criti-
cal examination. The second is that the ordinary methods of *-ray inves-
tigation, suitable to the simple inorganic crystals of modest cell dimen-
sions, fail when applied to crystals having the comparatively large cell
dimensions of soap crystals.

The present paper reports some crystallographic and optical properties

of certain soap crystals which it has been possible to prepare in single
crystals suitable for investigation. The crystals used by the writer for
the investigation herein reported were prepared at the Research Labora-
tory of Lever Brothers, Cambridge, under the direction of Dr. L. B.

Smith. The writer is especially indebted to Messrs. F. V. Ryer and K. W.
Gardiner for their patient efforts to provide suitable material.

Morrroos ol ItvosrtcarroN

X-ray i.naestigotion. The symmetry and cell dimensions were obtained
by means of a novel *-ray difiraction method, the precession method.L
This technique is ideally suited to the study of very large unit cells such
as occur among soap crystals. This is because precession photogrophs are

simply scaled replicas of levels of the reciprocal lattice. To interpret
them, one needs but inspect them for symmetry, lattice type, systematic
absences of points (for space group determination), and, finally, make

comparatively simple measurements of certain dimensions of the re-

1 Buerger,M. J., The photography of the reciprocal lattice: ASXRED Mcnographl

(August ,1944).
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ciprocal lattice for transformation into direct cell dimensions.
Soap crystals have such large cells that the reciprocal cells are com-

posed of rows of very closely spaced points. If a reciprocal cell of this kind
is recorded by the usually powerful Weissenberg method, the interpreta-
tion of the photographs is tedious, and there is very real danger of mis-
interpretation because the errors in transforming a Weissenberg projec-
tion into a map of the reciprocal lattice are of about the same order
of magnitude as the spacing of points in the reciprocal lattice rows them-
selves. Transformation errors are entirely avoided in the precession
method because no transformation is necessary; the photographs them-
selves are scaled reolicas of the various levels of the reciprocal lattice.

Frc. 1

Inter-row angles and inter-row spacings on precession photographs
are measured with the aid of a device which is similar to an instrument
described previously2 for measuring distances and spacings on films. The
new device can also measure angles. In both the earlier instrument and

2Buerger,M. J., X-ray Crystallography (John Wiley, New York, 1942) Fig.229,
p .446 .
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the new one, spacings are measured as follows: The photograph to be
measured is placed under a movable glass plate in such a way that a row
of spots in the photograph is aligned along a hair line engraved on the
under surface of the glass plate. The coordinate of the line is then meas-
ured by means of a millimeter scale and vernier. The plate is then moved
parallel with itself until the engraved line comes to coincide with another
parallel row of spots on the film, and the coordinate of the line is again
read. The difierence in the two coordinates is the spacing of the parallel
rows on the photograph.

In the new device, Fig. 1, this principle is the same, but the photograph
may also be rotated beneath the glass plate by means of a rotating stage
similar to a rotating microscope stage. By means of this motion, re-
ciprocal lattice rows of any direction can be brought into parallelism and
coincidence with the line of fixed direction engraved on the glass plate.
By reading the initial and final angular positions of the stage, the angle
between two reciprocal lattice rows can be determined. Thus, in general,
the interaxial angles d*,A*, and 7* can be selected and directly measured
on the o axis, 6 axis, and c axis precession photographs respectively. In
the monoclinic case, since B= 180o-B*, the interaxial angle of the direct
lattice can be directly measured on the 6 axis precession photographs.

Optical imestigation The refractive indices a and B for the several soap
crystals were determined by the immersion method, using soap crysfals
which appeared large in the microscope field of view. Liquids which pro-
vided final matches in index were immediately standardized on an Abbe
refractometer. The a and B indices are believed to be accurate to .003
or better.

To find the index 7 directly by the immersion method requires placing
the soap flake on edge. This is difficult to accomplish with crystals as
plastic and as fragile as soap crystals. The index 7 was therefore com-
puted in each case from the measured values in the refractive indices
a, p, and the optic angle, V , in the usual way.

Optic angles were measured by the method of Mallard. The values
probably contain errors of the order of 5'.

TUB a Nnurnar, Sopruu Soaps
'Symmetry and cell. The geometrical features of the "alpha" form of

the neutral sodium soaps have already been discussed.s This form was
first regarded as anhydrous,a but has subsequently been shown to be a

3 Buerger,M.J., The characteristics of soap hemihydrate crystals: Proc. Nat. Acad.
Sci . ,  28,  529-535 (1942).

a Thiessen, Peter A., and Staufi, Joachim, Feinbau and Umwandlungenkristallisierter
Alkalisalze langkettiger Fettsriuren: Zei,t. Physikal,. Chem., (A) 176,397429 (1936).
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hemihyorate.s There is now abundant unpublished evidence confirming

the hydrated character of the so-called "alpha" form of the neutral so-

dium soaps. Sqdium palmitate, stearate, behenate, and arachidate have

been producedT in the "alpha" form.

"Alpha" sodium stearate hemihydrate has been restudied by the

powerful precession method. Precession photographs of the reciprocal

lattice are shown in Fig. 2. The following plane symmetries are evident:

Precessing

axls

c

b

a

Level

zero

| ,"to

\ "
l rero
\ n

Splmetry

n
2
z
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I

These data fix the point group as 2f m and consequently place the crystal

in the monoclinic system.
By laying a horizontal straight edge on the o axis nlevel photographs'

it is evident that the (100)* nets are diamond, which calls for an ,4-cen-

tered lattice. The zero level (010)* net has alternate [100]* rows missing,

wbich requires a glide a. There are no other systematic omissions of

reciprocal lattice elements. This information fixes the diffraction symbol

a"s 2f mA- /a. This difiraction symbol permits either of the space groups

Aa or A2f a as possibil i t ies. If the crystal is indeed a hemihydrate, the

number of water molecules per unit cell is exactl)' enough to fiIl the gen-

eral positions of the more symmetrical space group, but too many to fill

the general positions of the less symmetrical space group. The most likely

space group is therefore A2f a.
The cell dimensions for "alpha" sodium stearate hemihydrate are:

9 . 1 6  h x
8 . 0 0

103 96
o  ? 1 0

16NaSt.1H:O
1 . 1 0

The morphological and plastic properties of these crystals have al-

ready been reported.3
Opticat properti.es. The optical properties of the "alpha" form of the

stearate6 and palmitate6 are as follows:

5 Buerger,  M. J. ,  Smith,  L.  B. ,  de Bret tevi l le  Jt . ,  A. ,  and Ryer,  F.  V. ,  The l :wer

hydrates of soap: Proc. Nat. Acad.Sci.,28,526-529 (1942).

o,

b
c

B
cell content
computed density
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relractive indices a
ap

'v

optic angle
27 (in crystal)
2E (in air)

dispersion

optical orientation

M. .T. BUERGER

a NaSt' ]HrO
1 .507
1 . 5 1 7
1 .56*

49"
78"

r)z marked

Y _ A

Y=a
Z = c

a NaP' iH:O
1.505
r .5 r7
1 . 5 7 *

50'
800

/ > o strong

X : b
Y=a
Z=c

* Computed from a, B, and V.

TnB a 1:1 Acro Sooruu Soaps

Introduction The 1 : 1 acid soaps such as HSt.NaSt, occur in two forms,
here designated a and 0. Such soaps can be prepared,T for example, by
cooling solutions made by dissolving equimolar portions of fatty acid and
soap in 95/6 alcohoL lf the precipitation takes place above a critical tem-
perature, the B form appears; if below the critical temperature, the a form
appears. The crit ical temperature for HSt'NaSt is about 50"C.

The a form has been preparedT for HMy. NaMy, HP. NaP, HSt NaSt,
HBh NaBh, HAr.NaAr, and for the mixed acid soaps HP.NaSt and
HSt .NaP .

Habits. The habit of HSt.NaSt crystals precipitated from 95/6
alcohol solutions is somewhat elongated tabular, with the ratio of length
(lla) to width (l lD) about 2: 1. When precipitated from a solution contain-
ing excess fatty acid, this ratio increases so that the crystals become
acicular, and tend to occur in sheaves. Crystals precipitated from solu-
tions containing an excess of dissolved soap, on the other hand, tend to
have a length to width ratio perhaps slightly smaller than for those pre-
cipitated from exactlv eouimolar solutions.

6 The following abbreviations are used in this paper for organic radicals:

Coinposition Name Abbreviation

C12II2aO2
CuHzaOz
creTI:zOs
Cr:HaoOz
CzoHroOz
C22IIaaO2

laurate
myristate
palmitate

stearate
arachidate
behenate

t r

My
D ^

St
Ar
Bh

7 The preparations of all crystals disoussed in this paper werecarriedoutbyMessrs.
F. V. Ryer and K. W. Gardiner, to whom the writer is indebted for this information,
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Since an elongated tabular habit is also one of those exhibited by "al-
pha" NaSt'+H2O, it will be useful to point out that these two crystals,
though somewhat similar in habit, can be distinguished on the basis of
optical elongation. NaSt.*HzO is customarily elongated parallel to the
optical direction X, and consequently has negative elongation as seen
looking normal to the tablet. On the other hand, the aHSt'NaSt and
a HP.NaP crystals are elongated parallel to the optical direction Z
and consequently exhibit positive elongation when viewed normal to the
tablet. (Not only are the neutral hemihydrates monoclinic, but the sym-
metry studies, noted beyond, prove that the alpha acid soaps are also
monoclinic. The neutral soaps are customarily elongated parallel to the
two-fold axis, while the acid soaps are customarily elongated at right
angles to the two-fold axis.)

Symmetry and cells. For the precession method, these crystals are most
easily investigated by mounting them so that the axis of greatest elonga-
tion is parallel with the glass capillary to which the crystal is attached.
When the crystal is mounted in the usual adjusting crystal holder and
placed on the precession instrument, it can accordingly be rotated about
the zone of eiongation. Thus, the flat surface of the crystal can be brought
either normal or parallel to the precessing axis.

As a matter of general strategy in the precession investigation of any
soap crystal, the normal to the flat surface (which has never proven to
be a rational direction, although in cases studied so far, it has always
turned out to be within a few degrees of c) is first brought parallel with
the precessing axis. In the case of the a acid soap crystals, this gives a
photograph shown in Fig. 3,4 (photographs of acid palmitate and acid
stearate cannot be distinguished). This photograph records the projection
in this nearly rational direction, not only of the zero level, but also of the
first level, since in the particular instrumental adjustment employed, a
wide layer-line opening was used. From this photograph, symmetry in-
formation and dimensional information can be obtained which is es-
pecially valuable for making n-level settings for subsequent photographs.
When the flat surface of the crystal is adjusted parallel with the pre-
cessing axis, a cone axis photographl proves to be centered, showing that
this new direction is rational. The zero and first levels of the reciprocal
lattice normal to this axis and as photographed by the precession
method are shown in Fies. 38 ar'd 3C.

Frc.2. Precession photographs of a NaSt. Figs.2A,2B, and 2C represent three central

sections of the reciprocal lattice, in iorrect relation: Figs.2A and 28 have a central
horizontal line in common, and Figs. 2A and.2C havp a central vertical line in common.
Fig. 2D is a section parallel to that of Fig. 2C, but at another level. Note the symmetries
of the levels, and cornpare Fig. 2C with Fig. 2D for extinguished rows.

J J /
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Fig. 2A.
,  AXIS,

several levels.

Fig 28.
b  ax i s ,

zero level .
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F i g . 2 C .
a axis,

zero level.

F i g . 2 D .
o axis,

lst level.
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Fig. 3A.
c axis,

several levels.

F ig .38 .
A  e * i c

zero level
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Frc. 3. Precession photographs of aHSt.NaSt. Figs. 3.4 and 38 represent central
sections of the reciprocal lattice, in correct relation; they have a central horizontal line in
common. Fig. 3C is a section parallel to that of Fig. 38, but at another level. Note the
symmetries of the lerels, and compare Fig. 3.B with Fig. 3C for extinguished lattice rows.

Fig. 3C.
b axis,

lst level.

561

/
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The symmetries displayed by these three photographs are evidently
as follows:

Fig. precessing
axis

3A J- plate
38 ll plate
3C ll plate

level symmetry axial label

u
r)
1 l

0+1
0
1

= c

o

These symmetry data are sufficient to prove the difiraction point group
to be 2f m. (This symmetry was confirmed by transferring the crystal,
as mounted, to a de Jong-Bouman apparatus and rotating about the
long, or o, axis of the plate. The zero level symmetry was ll while the
first level symmetry was l.)

By superposing the zero level and z-level, 6 axis precession photo-
graphs (Figs. 38 and 3C) it is evident that the cell is not centered, hence
primitive. Comparing the two photographs shows that the a* transla-
tions are doubled on the zero level, indicating a glide, a. Also, the 6x
translation on the central line of the c axis photograph (Fig. 3,a) is dou-
bled, indicating a screw 2r. The diffraction symbol is accordingly
2/mP2r/a. This embraces only one space group, namely Ph/a.

The cell dimensions of the a acid sodium palmitate and a acid sodium
stearate, as determined from precession photographs, are as follows:

c  HSt 'NaSt
9  .97  hX
7  . 3 8

50.  7
or lo

4(HSt 'NaSt)
1  . 0 5

M echanic al pr o p er ti.e s.Like NaP . *HzO and NaSt *H'O, the acid sodium
soap crystals have perfect (001) cteavage as well as perfect (010) cleav-
age. Similarly, the acid soaps also display very easy plasticity with trans-
lation-gliding plane f :(001). It is diff icult, however, to discover a
folding axis for the plate; hence'it may be assumed that any direction in
(001) may function as the gliding direction, l.

Opt'ical properties. The optical properties of the a form of the sodium
acid soaps are as follows:

a HP'NaP
1 .501
1 . 5 1 3
1 . 5 7 *

b
c

cell contents
computed density

refractive indices a
p

I

a HP'NaP
9 . 9 7  k X
7  . 3 8

45.7
93'
4 (HP'NaP)
1  .05

a HSt NaSt
1  .506
I  . 5 1 6
1 . 5 6 *
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a  HP 'NaP
49"
7go

r)a marked

X : b
Y=a
Z = c

s63

optic angle
27 (in crystal)

2E (h air)
dispersion

optical orientation

* Computed frcm a, A, and V.

a HSt 'NaSt
49"
78"

r)u marked

x : b
Y=a

Z = c

Tnr B 1:1 Acm Soorulr Soaps

Introduction The higher temperature form of the 1: 1 acid soaps is
here designated B. This form has been preparedT for HP'NaP, HSt NaSt,
HBh.NaBh,  HAr.NaAr,  and for  the mixed acid soaps,  HP'NaSt and
HSt.NaP. Data are given here for B HSt.NaSt only. This may be pre-
pared, for example, by precipitation from a 957a alcohol solution above
about 50oC. The present study was made on cleavage flakes of irregular
outl ine.

Symmetry and. cell. A precession photograph was first made with the
precessing axis normal to the plate. The photograph is shown in Fig.4,4.
Evidently the symmetry is 2, which is lower than in the cases of the two
soaps previously described. The plane of the cleavage is, of course, ra-
tional and therefore contains two possible unit translation vectors. In
conformity with usage adopted for other soap crystals, these translations
are designated o and 6, with c becoming transverse to the plate. Provided
that c is approximately normal to the plane of the plate (as, indeed, it
subsequently develops), then o* and 6* are also approximately in the
plane of the plate, and Fig. 4A then presents a photograph of a projection
of (001)* which difiers little from a parallel projection. Hence, o* and 6*
can be selected from Fig. 4A, and, with the proviso above mentioned,
rather good values oI a, b, and ? can be measured.

With o* and b* selected from Fig. 4A, the angle which each of these
makes with the horizontal universal joint shaft of the precession instru-
ment can be measured. The measurement required is merely the angle
between the reciprocal lattice row and the horizontal edge of the film,
and this measurement is easily made with the device shown in Fig. 1.
When these angles are known, the crystal can be adjusted by means of an
arc of the adjusting crystal holder (with the crystal remounted if the
adjustment is beyond the range of adjustment of the arc) so that a*
(say) is parallel with the horizontal edge of the film. If, now, the crystal
is rotated 90o about the horizontal axis, ox remains horizontal, c* comes
approximately into the plane of the film, and D becomes nearly parallel
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Fig. 44.
6 axls,

several levels.

F ig .48 .
6 axis,

zero ]evel.
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Frc.4. Precession photographs of B HSt'NaSt. trigs. 4A and' 4-B represent central

sections of the reciprocal lattice, in correct relation; they have a central horizontal line in

common. Fig. 4C is a section parallel to that of Fig.48, but at another level. Note the

symmetries of the levels. Note also the central blind spot in Fig. 4C, which is a charac-

teristic of upperJevel photographs. Fig. 48 was deliberately overexposed in order

to record a weak level.

Fig .4C.
b axis,

1st level.

JOJ
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to the precessing axis. Photographs made with 6 thus adjusted very ap-
proximately parallel to the precessing axis are shown in Figs. 48 and C.

The symmetries involved in the several photographs of Fig. 4 are evi-

dently 2 for the zero level and 1 for each rz-level. The crystal is thus tri-

clinic, with space group either P1 or P|.
Because the crystal used had only one developed surface, namely the

(001) cleavage of the flake, and because the distribution of reflections
was inappropriate to the precession method of orienting the crystal,l
small orientation errors, of the order of a few degrees, existed between
the reciprocal lattice and its photographs, Fig. 4. Consequently it was
impossible to obtain very exact values of the cell dimensions, especially
with regard to angles, and the latter may be in error by a degree or so.
The cell dimensions so obtained were:

cell contents 6(HSt' NaSt)
computed density 1.02

Mechani,cal properlies. B IISI.NaSt has perfect (001) cleavage, as other
soaps, and also perfect (110) cleavage. It is somewhat less plastic than
the two previously described crystals, with ?: (001), , unknown.

Optical properties. The optical properties of the B form of sodium acid
stearate are as follows:

a:  9.98 kX
b:1r .46
c :50 .2

refractive indices

optic angle
2Iz (in crystal)
2E (in air)
dispersion

optical orientation

* Computed from a, P, and V.

a:90i'
F:90 '
t :94"

HSt 'NaSt
a  1 .498
p  1 . 5 1 0
7  1 .59*

42"
660
r)z marked

xAb:+40"
Y1\o:136'
Z1\c: 90o

Xn (110) (cleavage): -11"

Rnlr.e.nxs oN SoME PnopBnrrBs oF SoAp Cnvsrar,s

Tabulated. d,ata. For convenience, the cell, mechanical, and optical
properties of the several soap crystals are brought together in Table 1.

Powder photographs oJ soap crystals. Powder patterns of soap crystals
are easily rnade with the aid of what amounts to a hollow needle.
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This is simply pressed into the powder, which rises in the cylindrical
bore, forming a core. When ejected with a wire plunger, the resulting
naked core forms an ideal sample. Any type of powder pattern of soap,
unless the sample was exceedingly fine grained, sufiers from the effects
of preferred orientation due to the platy habit and the extremely plastic
nature of soap crystals.

Powder patterns of the three soap types discussed in this paper are
shown in Fig. 5.

It should be noted in passing that soaps (as well as other organic

crystals with large cells) cannot be identified by the Dow Chemical
Company scheme8 of tabulating the three strongest lines. This is funda-
mentally due to the fact that the many parameters required to locate
the atoms in large cells cannot be represented by three coordinates. Such
a scheme can only succeed with crystals having comparatively few atoms
in the cell. A number of soaps have the three strongest lines in the same
positions. Further, all soaps with the same layer spacing have a sequence
or orders of 001 whose locations are identical.

Packi.ng of soap molecules. Many properties of soap crystals are obvi-
ously related either directly or ultimately to the characteristics of soap
molecules. Molecules entering into the structures of soap crystals are
known on chemical grounds to be composed of long paraffi.n chains of
hydrocarbons terminating in COOH groups for the fatty acids and

COONa groups for the sodium soaps, thus:

fatty acid molecule

soap molecule

H H H H  O H

t t l l  , /
H-C-C-C-C-. .  .-C

l l lL  \o
H H H H

H H H H  O

|  |  I  |  . / \
H-C-C-C-C-' '  ' -C Na

l l l l
H H H H

\o

The palmitate chain contains 16 total carbon atoms, the stearate chain,

18 carbons.
The packing of such molecules to form crystals requires:

(a) that the molecules pack with long directions in parallel position in response to

van der Waal's forces:

8 Hana'walt, J. D., Rinn,H.W., and Frevel, L. K., Chemical analysis by r-ray diffrac-

tiolr : I nd.. anil En g. C hem., 8O (19 38) . (A nalyl'ie al' Edi.ti on, lO, 457 * 512 -)
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(b) that the packing of neighboring paraliel molecules be such as to distribute the
positivp charge concentrations of the hydrogens on the side arms of the chains;

(c) that a hydrogen bond is possible for the acid end of the acid molecule; and
(d) that the coord,ination requirements of the sodium in the terminations of the

molecules be taken care of by an environemnt of six oxygens.

Requirements (a) and (b) are also found in crystals of paraffin mole-
cules, whose packing has been studied by Mtiller.e Additional require-
ments (c) and (d) cause soap in general to utilize more complicated modes
of packing than paraffins. They are also responsible for the tendency of
soaps to form hydrates.s

Requirement (a) gives rise to the packing of soap molecules into layers,
with the molecules transverse to the layers. The intermolecular forces
within layers are strong while the forces between layers are compara-
tively weak, so that soap crystals, on heating, assume a smectic liquid
crystalline condition. The layers thus act as units (transformations within
layers are known, however).

Clastic and plastic properties. The layer nature of soap crystals is re-
sponsible for their most important mechanical properties. The layers
can be separated, giving rise to the perfect {001} cleavages of soap
crystals. They can also be slipped along one another, giving rise to the
easy gliding with 7: {001} . While there is a tendency toward slippage in
preferred directions, as in the case of the sodium stearate and palmitate
hemihydrate, this is not always discernible, and, in all cases studied,
gliding can occur in any direction in the (001) plane with nearly or ac-
tually equal ease.

An c-ray study of preferred orientation in commercial soap showed that
when soap is passed in heated condition past a streamlined fin, orienta-
tion results in the soap which had been in the neighborhood of the ob-
struction. The orientation is such that some line in (001) of the crystals
tends to align itself parallel with the direction of movement of the soap
past the obstruction. This is consistent with the gliding of soap layers
over one another without a preferred direction in the layer.

Twinning. No twins have been observed in crystals of the d neutral
soaps. Twins have been encountered in crystals of both the a and B
modifications of the 1: 1 acid soaps by mistaking twins for single crystals
to be used in making photographs by the precession method. Studies of
the precession photographs of such twins show that the twin law is re-
flection across (001). This implies that the crystallization of soap crystals
may be attended by errors of growth in respect to the superposition of

e Miiller, Alex. A further r-ray investigation of long chain cpmpounds (z-hydrocarbon) :

Proc. Roy. Soc., 120A, 437 -459 (1928).
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one layer over another. This kind of error is a reasonable one to expect to

occur during the growth of a layer structure.
Optical properties. The several soap crystals discussed, as well as cer-

tain crystals found in commercial soaps (as far as they can be investi-
gated) have remarkably similar optical properties. AII are biaxial positive
with optic angles in the neighborhood of 45o. AII have refractive indices
with a and B in the neighborhood of 1.51. Optical properties thus do not
constitute good criteria by which to distinguish between soap crystals.

It might be mentioned in passing that the positive optical sign is a
direct consequence of the soap structure containing separated linear
molecules.
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